B2 JUNGLE

WILD CORPORATE PERKS
You are part of the wild now

Now that FIU is a B2JUNGLE partner, the jungle is all yours to explore. JUNGLE ISLAND’S WILD CORPORATE PERKS is a unique program for business designed to reward hard work with wild adventures.

Unplug from the office and reconnect with nature. Get up close to some of the most exotic wildlife through exciting exhibits and animal shows and then cool down at Parrot Cove, a private beach and tropical oasis.

Unlock the exclusive benefits of B2Jungle today. For more details on discounts, special promotions and community-wide events, visit our company’s unique B2Jungle URL:

HTTPS://J1MIAMI.SECURE.ACCESSO.COM/EMBED/LOGIN.PHP?MERCHAND_ID=218&MERCHANT_ID=105

USER: FIU2016
PASSWORD: 305jungle

WILD CORPORATE PERKS INCLUDE:

- 20% OFF ONE DAY JUNGLE/BEACH PASS
- 10% OFF LEMUR ENCOUNTER